English

Maths

Topic

Summer Term 1

To begin the term, pupils will

This term, pupils will be

Our topic this term is It’s All

be focusing on their non-

continuing their work on

fiction writing for a non-

fractions through multiplying a

chronological report about

fraction (unit and mixed

Greece. They will pick apart

number) by an integer but also

model texts and learn about

a fraction by a fraction. Then

the typical grammar and

finding fractions of amounts.

geography. We will be locating

structural features in the text

This will feed into their work on

the islands and seas of Greece

type.

decimals which will be focused

as well as finding out about

In reading, we will be

on recognising the place value

the human and physical

continuing to extend and

of numbers up to 3 decimal

geography of the country.

develop their understanding

places, including ordering and

Pupils will also analyse the

of new vocabulary in a range

comparing numbers;

environmental impact on the

of text types as well as build

recognising decimals that are

country and its trade. We will

upon their inference skills

equivalent to fractions;

end the term by comparing

using our active reading

rounding decimals; lastly,

and contrasting Greece to the

strategies. Reading at home

linking fractions and decimals

UK.

and recording this in their

to percentages and being able

records three times will get

to convert between the three.

Class – 5

Greek To Me.

It’s All Greek To
We will be beginning our

Me

Greek topic this term looking

Class Book:

at modern day Greece and it’s

Science
We will beginning our forces
topic this term and will start
by investigating gravity and
introduce Isaac Newton. We
will also be experimenting with
air resistance and friction.

French
Pupils will be recapping the
weather and learning the
vocabulary for wild animals.

Maz Evans

pupils a house point.

Art and D&T

Music

Computing

PSHE

To begin with, pupils will

We will be continuing to

research Greek mosaics and plan

cover Drugs Education. This

their own design. They will then

will highlight the difference

create their mosaic out of

between prescribed medicines

squares of coloured paper using
their collage skills. Finally, pupils
will evaluate their final creations
and the process.

and other drugs. We will

discuss the effects of smoking
and drinking and the safety
aspects around medications.

PE
We will be continuing to
develop our hockey skills in
dedicated skills sessions but
with our second PE session we
will now be able to apply
these into various game
situations.

